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M

embrane gas separation process is conceptually simple, however; when solving the equations that govern the flux through a
membrane, convergence problems appear, especially at low permeate to feed pressure ratios and high stage cuts (ratio of
permeate flow rate to feed flow rate). In the literature, different solutions have been proposed to overcome the convergence problems.
However, there is still a need for a stable and computationally efficient approach for solving the system equations for multicomponent mixtures in various configurations of the membrane module.
This work introduces a robust solution strategy to solve the resulting set of equations. In the solution strategy, Newton method
and Runge-Kutta method are used to solve the mass balance equations. The permeate mole fractions are bounded and the local error
for the Runge-Kutta method is adjusted to avoid obtaining unfeasible solutions. The predictive accuracy of the proposed solution
strategy is verified by comparing the obtained results with experimental and published data. Results show that the proposed solution
strategy provides fast and accurate prediction of the membrane performance at various operating conditions and flow configurations.
The proposed solution strategy, which is presented in this work, is useful for an analysis of the degrees of freedom in a membrane
separation process and to evaluate the separation performance in membrane-assisted separation processes.
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